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“V1” 
primary visual cortex









illusory contours = potential 
result of interaction between 
edge-detecting units and 
line-detecting, or grouping 
units. !
!
these inputs sum at “contour 
neurons” in secondary 
visual cortex!
!
!



… many types of lines!
  many different lines!

     many different edges!
  many different contours!

     at different scales!
 !
!
!

!
in perceptual experience!
!
in neural computation  !



Clarence Cole Phillips (1880-1927)!



Maurice Denis!



koenderink 2017!
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what about points in visual 
awareness? !
!
!

what is a point in visual     
   awareness? !





















what is an atomic entity in visual 
awareness? !
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Points in visual awareness don't just exist on a red screen like 
pixels (pick a point out of a field of color? can’t do it) 

a point, an “atomic element” of visual awareness is created 
out of some differential geometry 

and same with edges

you can't read off edges, you can't read off points as discrete entities in 
space, they are located (by construction!) in a surround

that center-surround relationship exists at many scales, all of which are 
at play simultaneously in visual awareness

which are you aware of now? can that be 
manipulated? can we be aware of multiple at once?

but regardless of scale there is a differential operator at play

and the brain is set up to do this (receptive fields where atomic unit — 
single UNIT of information – is a difference operator, not a 
dimensionless “point”) 


